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This review was submitted by A.J. Hynes, senior author on the D’Ottone et al. study. I
have not read the other review that was submitted and apologize for any duplication of
points.

The manuscript presents a new study of the three body recombination between OH
and NO2. The major importance of the reaction in both tropospheric and stratospheric
chemistry is established. Interestingly, however, the authors cite a recent modeling
study that suggests that the uncertainty associated with this reaction is the largest un-
certainty in predicting OH, O3 etc in global models. As noted in the manuscript it is
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now clear that there are a number of major challenges associated with obtaining rate
coefficients that are appropriate for use in atmospheric models. Firstly it is now clear
that the channel to form HOONO makes a significant contribution to the total rate co-
efficient at 298K under atmospheric conditions. However this is not expected to be an
efficient termination reaction for OH. Hence a knowledge of the brancing ratio between
the HNO3 and HOONO channels is required. Because of the pressure dependence it
is critical that rate coefficients are appropriate for air over the pressure and temperature
ranges used for modeling the troposphere and stratosphere. Again the reaction is un-
usual in that O2 and N2 have significantly different three body efficiencies for the total
reaction hence measurements in N2 are not adequate for modeling. It is also unclear
if this unusual difference is applicable to both channels or just to the HNO3 channel.
Experiments to resolve these issues are difficult to perform and the dataset under at-
mospheric conditions is limited. I would suggest that relatively recent work by Mollner
et al, and this manuscript make claims that their datasets are somehow more accurate
than prior work and I believe these claims are exaggereated. In this manuscript the au-
thors suggest that “In-situ measurement of NO2 using two optical-absorption set-ups
enabled generation of highly precise, accurate rate coefficients in the fall-off pressure
range, appropriate for atmospheric conditions.” However the majority of the data fo-
cuses on studies in N2, and, because it is now clear that N2 and O2 have significantly
different three body efficiencies this statement is misleading. The work is worthy of
publication after revision and there is some careful work examining the pitfalls associ-
ated with various approaches to in-situ monitoring of NO2. However I think we need
to put this dataset squarely in the context of prior work. Figure 1 shows the results
of the 4 studies that are in very good agreement on the pressure dependence of the
reaction at ∼298K. [1-4] and the current work lies a little above the other studies be-
cause it was performed at 293 K. The high pressure flow tube study of Donahue et
al.[5] is not shown and it is widely accepted that the rates reported in this study are too
slow. Figure 1a shows an expanded plot between together with a 20% error bar at a
value of 1.1 ± 0.1 x 10-11 . All these studies monitor the sum of channels producing
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HNO3 and HOONO and, as reported by Molner, the branching ratio for formation of
HOONO is pressure dependent and significant at 760 Torr. Based on Figures 1 and
1a, I would suggest that there is no reason to suggest that any of these data sets
are significantly more precise or accurate than the others and any paramatization, us-
ing either the JPL or IUPAC formulism should encompass all of these results. For most
studies of chemical kinetics the agreement between these studies would be considered
excellent. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the data in O2. The work from the current
manuscript lies above the data from Dottone and Mollner which I would suggrest are in
excellent agreement. However again the current work was performed at 293 so direct
comparisons is not possible. Fig.3 shows a comparison of D’Ottone and Mollner, the
only work in air and the discrepancy is rather larger than might be expected based on
the similarity of the results in pure N2 and O2. Finally Fig. 4 shows results at 273 K in
N2 and it can be seen that the results from D’Ottone et al. are the only data set that
extends to atmospheric pressure. Based on these observations there are a number of
questions for the authors to address. My calculations converting Torr at specific tem-
peratures to total number density are not consistent with those in the manuscript, can
the authors please check. Why were the ∼ room temperature experiments performed
at 293K making a direct comparison with three prior datasets difficult. Given that the
results in O2 appear to lie above prior data and the discrepancy between D’Ottone
and Molner results in air, why were no experiments in air performed to confirm these
results. Were O2 experiments performed after the N2 results? Why did the authors
not extend their 273K experiments to 760 Torr to provide a direct comparison with the
results of D’Ottone et al.

Parameterizations:

Although this work contains an extensive discussion of the data parameterization there
is no discussion of the fact that this is a two channel reaction and the parameters for
each channel are likely to be different and, most critically, only the HNO3 channel is
likely to act as an OH termination step in the atmosphere. This seems to be certainly
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the case in modeling urban pollution events. The main reason for using the IUPAC
rather than the NASA formulism is that the IUPAC provides values of k0 and k∞. that
are physically meaningful and can be compared with theory and experiment i.e. indi-
rect determinations of k∞. If one applies a single parameterization to this dataset I
don’t really see what difference there is between using the IUPAC or NASA formulism.
The parameters loose their physical meaning. The work here provides the sum of the
rate coefficients for both channels in N2. This should not be used in atmospheric mod-
els and corrections for the lower third body efficiency in air and the HNO3 branching
ratio need to be taken into account. This should be stated explicitly in the manuscript.
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